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Abstract: This article aims to analyze the form of legal compliance (sharia economics) 
in halal tourism regulations, with Bandung regency as the research subject. The 
background to this research begins with Bandung regency, which is the only region in 
West Java province that has regulations regarding halal tourism while other regions do 
not yet have them. So it is necessary to apply the concept of compliance with sharia 
economic law in halal tourism, which is a key factor in creating a business environment 
that is in accordance with Islamic principles. The method used in this research uses a 
normative juridical approach, with analytical descriptive analysis techniques, and uses 
Islamic service theory to answer research problems. The results of this research 
concluded that the practice or implementation of halal tourism business in Bandung 
regency according to sharia principles must refer to the regional regulations in force in 
Bandung regency and also refer to the West Java halal tourism guidelines, namely the 
inclusive and gradual principles. The findings of this research have implications for the 
importance of complying with sharia economic law in regulating halal tourism, the aim 
of which is to ensure that this industry not only complies with the rules of Islamic law 
but also makes a positive contribution to the economic and social development of 
society in accordance with sharia economic principles. Halal tourism will develop 
further if it is implemented in accordance with the needs of Muslim tourists, namely 
making the travel experience in line with their religious values. 
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Abstrak: Artikel ini bertujuan untuk menganalisis bentuk kepatuhan hukum (ekonomi 
syariah) dalam Pengaturan pariwisata halal, dengan kabupaten Bandung sebagai subjek 
penelitian. Latar belakang penelitian ini bermula dari kabupaten Bandung adalah satu-
satunya daerah di provinsi Jawa Barat yang memiliki regulasi tentang pariwisata halal 
sementara daerah lainnya belum ada. Sehingga diperlukan penerapan konsep 
kepatuhan hukum ekonomi syariah dalam pariwisata halal, dimana ini menjadikan 
faktor kunci dalam rangka menciptakan lingkungan bisnis yang sesuai dengan prinsip-
prinsip Islam. Metode yang digunakan dalam riset ini menggunakan pendekatan yuridis 
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normatif, dengan teknik analisis deskriptif analitis, serta menggunakan teori pelayanan 
islami guna menjawab permasalahan penelitian. Hasil penelitian ini disimpulkan bahwa 
praktik atau penyelenggaraan bisnis pariwisata halal yang ada di kabupaten Bandung 
secara maqashid syariah harus mengacu pada Peraturan daerah yang berlaku di 
kabupaten Bandung, dan juga mengacu pada pedoman pariwisata halal Jawa Barat, 
yakni prinsip inklusif dan bertahap. Temuan penelitian ini berimplikasi pada 
pentingnya kepatuhan hukum ekonomi syariah dalam pengaturan pariwisata halal, 
yang mana tujuannya adalah untuk memastikan industri ini tidak hanya mematuhi 
aturan-aturan hukum Islam tetapi juga memberikan kontribusi positif bagi 
perkembangan ekonomi dan sosial masyarakat sesuai dengan prinsip-prinsip ekonomi 
syariah. Pariwisata halal akan lebih berkembang jika dilaksanakan sesuai dengan 
kebutuhan wisatawan Muslim, yakni menjadikan pengalaman berwisata yang sesuai 
dengan nilai-nilai agama mereka. 
Kata Kunci: Kepatuhan Hukum, Hukum Ekonomi Syariah, Pariwisata Halal 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Indonesia is a rule of law country,1 which means the legal system is based on written 
legal rules and is applied fairly throughout society. The principle of the rule of law is 
reflected in the Indonesian constitution, namely the 1945 constitution of the republic of 
Indonesia (UUD 1945). The development of halal tourism can be a strategy to encourage 
sharia economic growth in Indonesia.2 Halal tourism targets Muslim tourists by 
providing facilities and services that adhere to Islamic principles.3 The development of 
halal tourism can not only increase the attractiveness of Indonesian tourism for Muslim 
tourists, but also make a significant contribution to sharia economic growth by creating 
employment, income and investment opportunities in related sectors. 
 

Halal tourism in Indonesia, continues to grow along with the increasing interest of 
Muslim tourists to visit destinations that meet their needs in accordance with Islamic 
principles. Several aspects that reflect the condition of halal tourism in Indonesia 
involve halal tourism destinations, halal Certification, halal hour hackages, hevelopment 
of halal hourism infrastructure, promotion of halal tourism at national and international 
levels, development of Muslim-friendly tourists, collaboration with other halal 
industries although there has been progress significantly, there is still room to further 
improve and optimize the potential of halal tourism in Indonesia. Increasing 
cooperation between the government, private sector and local communities can play an 
important role in encouraging the development of the halal tourism sector. 
Indonesia has many halal tourism destinations, that are attractive and meet the needs 
of Muslim tourists. Some of the best destinations that offer halal tourism experiences in 
Indonesia include Bali, Lombok, Yogyakarta, Aceh, Bandung, Tanjung Lesung, Solo 
(Surakarta), Makassar, Banyuwangi, and others. West Java, is a province located on the 
Island of Java, Indonesia, which has great tourism potential. With cultural, historical and 
natural diversity, West Java offers various interesting destinations for tourists. The 
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development of halal tourism in West Java is currently showing an increase, with a 
number of initiatives and developments being carried out to meet the needs of Muslim 
tourists. Some of the best halal tourism destinations in West Java offer a combination of 
natural beauty, cultural heritage and facilities that comply with sharia principles. One 
of the destination locations that is often recognized as the best halal tourism destination 
in West Java is Bandung regency. 
 

From this, the author considers that the form of legal compliance (sharia economics) in 
halal tourism regulations in West Java province, especially in Bandung regency, is very 
important and unique to discuss, this is considering that currently Bandung regency is 
the only region that has halal tourism regulations in the form of regional regulations 
(Perda), namely Bandung regency regional regulations (PERDA) number 6 of 2020 
concerning halal tourism. This is because in running a halal tourism business in 
Bandung regency, tourism industry players need to refer to existing (valid) halal 
tourism regulations as a reference. In addition, through the application of the concept 
of compliance with sharia economic law in halal tourism, this is a key factor in creating 
a business and service environment that is in accordance with Islamic principles. 
 

Legal compliance in Indonesia refers to compliance with the legal regulations that apply 
in this country. Indonesia is a country of laws, and these principles are reflected in the 
constitution and national legal system.4 Realizing superior and quality halal tourism 
requires a series of steps and initiatives from various parties, including the government, 
business people, local communities and tourists themselves.5 In Islam, economic and 
business concepts are defined by sharia principles, which include rules and guidelines 
based on Islamic law. One of the main principles in Islamic economics and business is 
the concept of "halal and thayyiban" which contains the values of goodness and 
blessings. It emphasizes the importance of conducting business in a manner that is halal 
(according to Islamic law) and thayyiban (good and beneficial). 
 

The department of industry and trade noted that currently there are as many as 15,000 
MSMEs. Meanwhile, data from opendata.jabarprov.go.id shows that Bandung regency 
has 476,954 units.6 Based on GMTI data for 2023, Indonesia is ranked first in the 
World's Best halal tourism destinations.7 Meanwhile, in the Indonesia Muslim travel 
index (IMTI) 2023, West Java province is one of the best halal tourism destinations in 
Indonesia. West Java has also won an award as a leading halal tourism destination. 
Meanwhile, based on the Global Muslim travel index (GMTI), there are four indicators 
in assessing halal tourism, namely accessibility, communication, environment and 
service. 
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The emergence of awareness to implement Islamic sharia principles in the economic life 
of Muslims reflects changes and growth in the understanding of Islamic values, 
especially in the context of finance and business. Islamic economic ethics includes a set 
of principles and values drawn from Islamic teachings to guide economic and financial 
behaviors. In the context of economic development in Indonesia, the application of 
Islamic economic ethics can make a positive contribution to sustainable and inclusive 
development. 
 

From this, the author considers that the form of legal compliance (sharia economics) in 
halal tourism regulations in West Java province, especially in Bandung regency, is very 
important and unique to discuss, this is considering that currently Bandung regency is 
the only region that has halal tourism regulations in the form of regional regulations 
(Perda), namely Bandung regency regional regulations (PERDA) number 6 of 2020 
concerning halal tourism. This is because in running a halal tourism business in 
Bandung regency, tourism industry players need to refer to the existing (valid) halal 
tourism regulations as a reference. In addition, through the application of the concept 
of compliance with sharia economic law in halal tourism, this is a key factor in creating 
a business and service environment that is in accordance with Islamic principles. 
 

Methods 
This research is qualitative research, where the author analysis documents. This is 
because the object of study is literature data such as regulations relating to halal 
tourism. Other sources: The author also analysis various books as data sources. The 
author reads, studies, and analysis various existing literature, both from primary 
sources such as the al-Qur'an, hadith, and books, as well as the results of relevant 
previous research related to halal tourism law from the normative law aspect. The 
primary and secondary sources in this research are analysis according to descriptive 
analysis, namely the author provides legal compliance (sharia economics) in regulations 
governing the implementation of halal tourism businesses by synchronizing with a 
number of Fatwas from the National sharia council or the Indonesian Ulema Council 
which are guidelines for carrying out activities halal tourism cycle in accordance with 
Islamic sharia. Next, the author discusses legal compliance (sharia economics) in terms 
of regulations governing the Bandung Regency area as the object of research, so the 
author analysis the dissemination of regulations such as Bandung regency regional 
regulation number 6 of 2020 concerning halal tourism, and also refers to the West Java 
halal tourism guidelines. 2019 where there are principles and stages in developing halal 
tourism in West Java, including the guidelines that apply to the Bandung district area. 
 

Results and Discussion 
Principles of Sharia Economic Law Compliance in Halal Tourism Regulations 
The principles of compliance with sharia economic law in halal tourism regulations in 
Bandung regency can be seen in Bandung regency regional regulation number 6 of 2020 
concerning halal tourism, especially in article 3, namely there are 6 principles including: 
(1) arrange as necessary; (2) make it easier; (3) according to ability; (4) gradually; (5) 
priority scale; and (6) inclusive. Apart from that, entrepreneurs who run halal tourism 
businesses in Bandung regency must also refer to the 2019 West Java halal tourism 
guidelines, which prioritize inclusive and gradual principles. The West Java halal 
tourism guidelines adhere to the inclusive principle where halal tourism must provide 
benefits not only for Muslims but also for all groups so that it will expand the benefits 
for society. 
 



Apart from that, the West Java halal tourism guidelines also adhere to the phased 
principle where the implementation of halal tourism can be carried out in stages 
according to the readiness of providers of tourism goods and services which consists of 
3 (three) stages, namely: Stage 1: Muslim friendly tourism (need to have); Stage 2: 
tourism that is conducive to the needs of Muslims (good to have); and Stage 3: tourism 
that meets Islamic principles (nice to have). 
 

In developing halal tourism in Indonesia, it can be done by implementing Islamic 
services. This is excellent service for visiting tourists. Especially for Muslim tourists, 
Islamic services are very much needed. This is in line with the opinion of Hamid Salam 
and Abdalla Hanafi who explained in their findings that Islamic service consists of 6 
parts, namely (1) Ethics to always convey the truth; (2) Ethics of being trustworthy; (3) 
Ethics of doing something sincerely; (4) Fraternal ethics; (5) Mastery of knowledge; and 
(6) Ethics of justice.8  
 

Compliance with sharia economic law in halal tourism business lines in Bandung 
regency, viewed from a maqahsid sharia perspective, can be seen from existing 
regulations. Apart from the Bandung regency regional regulations, namely regulation 
number 6 of 2020 concerning halal tourism, which emphasizes the safety and comfort 
of services for tourists so that they can enjoy tourist visits safely, halal and also provide 
convenience for tourists and managers in tourism activities. However, it should be 
remembered that other regulations are not immediately set aside, such as the west java 
Governor's regulation on sharia economic and financial development number 1 of 2022 
article 12. Where it is explained that Muslim friendly tourism and industrial areas by 
the West Java provincial government facilitate services, Muslim friendly tourism 
facilities and infrastructure and halal industrial areas. Facilitation of Muslim friendly 
tourism services, facilities and infrastructure, and halal industrial areas such as: (1) 
Muslim friendly tourism destinations; (2) amenities, attractions and accessibility of 
Muslim friendly tourism; (3) marketing halal products and Muslim-friendly tourism; (4) 
Muslim friendly tourism and halal industry institutions; (5) halal supply chain; (6) halal 
product creation center and halal industry; (7) halal tourism community and halal 
industry; and (8) arts and cultural events in the form of halal product exhibitions and 
festivals. 
 

In Islam, compliance with Islamic law is important, in sharia economic law it is also the 
same, this is in the opinion of Yusuf al-Qaradawi who emphasizes the importance of 
justice and harmony with social aspects in the sharia economic system. Meanwhile, 
Umer Chapra emphasized the need to ensure that sharia economics not only avoids 
usury aspects, but also prioritizes justice, social balance and sustainability. Meanwhile, 
in the context of sharia business, the aims and objectives of the business are required. 
Or in Islamic law it is called maqashid sharia. In this regard, the opinions of experts such 
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as Ibn Ashur (Tunisia) offer ideas about the importance of understanding the meaning 
of Islamic law and detailing the basic principles of maqasid. Meanwhile, Yusuf al-
Qaradawi (Qatar) explained that maqahsid sharia can be applied through its principles 
in various contexts, including economics and finance. Other experts such as Jasser Auda 
(Canada) stated that maqahsid sharia and its application can be applied in a 
contemporary context. Meanwhile al-Syatibi offers harmonization of sharia principles 
in terms of maqahsid sharia including: (1) Hifz al-Din (guarding religion), (2) Hifz al-
Nafs (guarding the soul), (3) Hifz al-'Aql (guarding reason), (4) Hifz al-Nasl (guarding 
offspring), and (5) Hifz al-Mal (guarding property).9 
 

From the above regulatory criteria regarding legal compliance (sharia economics) in 
halal tourism regulations in West Java province, especially in Bandung regency, the 
author concludes that the practice or implementation of halal tourism businesses in 
Bandung regency must be in accordance with maqashid sharia (Islam). Legal 
compliance needs to refer to the regional regulations in force in Bandung regency, 
namely regional regulation number 6 of 2020 concerning halal tourism, where in article 
3 it is explained that halal tourism is implemented with the principles of: (1) regulating 
what is necessary; (2) make it easier; (3) according to ability; (4) gradual; (5) priority 
scale; and (6) inclusive.10 
 

These six principles need to be synchronized with maqahsid sharia where the first 
principle, namely "arranging what is necessary" must be in accordance with sharia 
which at this stage is as explained in article 3 letter a of Bandung regency regional 
regulation number 6 of 2020 concerning halal tourism, which is meant by principles 
"arranging what is necessary" is a regulation that regulates the provision of basic needs, 
such as the availability of halal food, and the availability of worship facilities for Muslim 
tourists as a form of implementing a halal lifestyle. This is in accordance with Hifz al-
Din (guarding religion) and Hifz al-Mal (guarding property). 
 

Second, the principle of "making things easier" means that providers of tourism goods 
and services are able to provide convenience in terms of obtaining facilities, attractions 
and accessibility for Muslim tourists, including convenience for people with disabilities. 
This principle is in accordance with Hifz al-Nafs (caring for the soul), where one of the 
recreations of traveling is to make the heart happy and the mind fresh, so that after 
traveling the tourist becomes calmer in spirit, besides that the mind becomes stable and 
this is also in accordance with Hifz 'Aql (guarding the mind). 
 

Third, the principle of "according to ability", namely the availability of halal tourism 
goods and services for Muslim tourists so that they are comfortable in carrying out 
activities related to halal tourism according to their abilities and level of understanding. 
This means that this principle is in accordance with the concept of Hifz al-Nasl 
(protecting descendants), which in the tourism context can be interpreted as 
maintaining and developing cultural aspects, traditions and cultural heritage of a tourist 
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destination (according to the characteristics and abilities of tourism entrepreneurs). 
This includes efforts to preserve local identity, culture and values passed down from 
generation to generation 
 

Fourth, the "gradual" principle means that the implementation of halal tourism can be 
carried out in stages according to the readiness of providers of tourism goods and 
services. This is also the same as the third principle "according to ability", where the 
concept of Hifz al-Nasl (caring for offspring) is contained. This is also in accordance with 
the gradual concept in west java Governor regulation number 1 of 2022 concerning 
sharia economic and financial development, in terms of Intensifying halal tourism 
promotion and institutional development which is carried out in stages, for example 
strengthening halal tourism entrepreneurs as tourism branding (Muslim friendly) 
through social media. 
 

Fifth, the principle of "priority scale" is the development of Halal Tourism which 
includes facilities, attractions and accessibility referring to the priority scale, including 
prioritizing the basic needs of Muslims, for example in terms of halal food. This is in 
accordance with the concept of Hifz al-Din (Safeguarding Religion). Where in Islam it is 
recommended for every Muslim to consume halal and good (clean, sterile) food. 
 

Sixth, the "inclusive" principle is that halal tourism must be beneficial not only for 
Muslims but also for all groups, including people with disabilities. This means that the 
inclusive concept in the context of halal tourism refers to efforts to ensure that tourist 
destinations, services and facilities provided can be accessed and enjoyed by everyone, 
including Muslim tourists with various needs and preferences. And this is in accordance 
with the concepts of Hifz al-Din (guarding religion) and Hifz al-Nasl (guarding 
offspring). This means that halal tourism does not discriminate in terms of tourist 
destinations, services and facilities that exist not only for Muslim tourists, and this is 
sustainable so that descendants or future generations of the tourism business that is 
being run will continue to exist and remain sustainable. 
 

From the explanation above, the author can draw a common thread in the context of 
tourism, especially in relation to the economy, so that the concept of Hifz al-Mal 
(maintaining assets) in the maqahsid sharia perspective can be interpreted as 
maintaining the management of wealth and economic resources related to the 
sustainable tourism business sector.  
 

Meanwhile, the concept of Hifz al-Din (safeguarding religion) in the tourism context 
includes various efforts to safeguard and maintain religious values and the 
sustainability of religious practices in tourist destinations. In maqahsid sharia 
perspective, this includes understanding and implementing Islamic principles in the 
operation and management of tourist destinations. Such as the availability of worship 
facilities and prayer rooms, respect for religious practices, provision of halal food and 
drinks, education and promotion of religious values, tourism activities that are in 
accordance with religious values, supporting halal tourism, avoiding practices and 
events that conflict with religious values religious values, and so on. 
 

Hifz al-Nafs (care of the soul) the author concludes that in the tourism context it includes 
efforts to safeguard and maintain the mental, emotional and physical well-being of 
tourists. This concept reflects concern for the safety and health of visitors, and includes 
aspects that can affect their well-being during the trip. Such as security and safety, risk 
management, health and recovery services, promotion of active lifestyles, managing 



tourist stress, empowering local communities, understanding mental health, and so on. 
This is the same as the concept of Hifz al-'Aql (safeguarding reason) in the tourism 
context, including efforts to maintain the mental health and peace of mind of tourists 
during the trip. This understanding includes aspects that influence mental health and 
the ability to think rationally during the tourism experience. Furthermore, the concept 
of Hifz al-Nasl (care of descendants) in the tourism context can be interpreted as an 
effort to preserve and maintain the cultural heritage, traditions and local identity of a 
destination. This includes efforts to ensure that tourism development does not damage 
the cultural and natural integrity of local communities. 
 

Thus, entrepreneurs who run halal tourism businesses in Bandung regency must also 
refer to the 2019 West Java halal tourism guidelines, which prioritize inclusive and 
gradual principles. The West Java halal tourism guidelines adhere to the inclusive 
principle where halal tourism must provide benefits not only for Muslims but also for 
all groups so that it will expand the benefits for society. 
 

Apart from that, the West Java halal tourism guidelines also adhere to the phased 
principle where the implementation of halal tourism can be carried out in stages 
according to the readiness of providers of tourism goods and services which consists of 
3 (three) stages, namely: Stage 1: Muslim friendly tourism (need to have); Stage 2: 
Tourism that is conducive to the needs of Muslims (good to have); Stage 3: Tourism that 
meets Islamic principles (nice to have). The meaning of (1) Need to have is the 
availability of halal food/drinks and a clean prayer place, as well as a toilet with clean 
water available. Furthermore, the meaning of (2) good to have is service during the 
month of Ramadan, experience with local Muslims and related to Muslim identity & 
Muslim heritage (Islamic heritage). And finally (3) Nice to have is the availability of 
recreational facilities that provide privacy between men and women. These three stages 
are depicted in the West Java halal tourism guidelines. Third, according to the author, 
these three stages, according to maqashid sharia, reflect Islamic values. Both from the 
aspects of (1) Hifz al-Din (guarding religion), (2) Hifz al-Nafs (guarding the soul), (3) 
Hifz al-'Aql (guarding the intellect), (4) Hifz al-Nasl (guarding the offspring), as well as 
aspect (5) Hifz al-Mal (guarding property). 
 

The importance of compliance with sharia economic law in regulating halal tourism is 
to ensure that this industry not only complies with the rules of Islamic law but also 
makes a positive contribution to the economic and social development of society in 
accordance with sharia economic principles. This could also make halal tourism more 
attractive to Muslim tourists seeking experiences that align with their religious values. 
So it can be concluded that the implementation of Islamic services in the context of halal 
tourism in Bandung regency, among other things, can be implemented in accordance 
with the regional regulations of Bandung Regency, where as stated in article 3 of the 
Regional regulations of Bandung regency number 6 of 2020 concerning halal tourism, 
that halal tourism is implemented with the principle: a) arrange as needed; b) facilitate; 
c) according to ability; d) gradually; e) priority scale; and f) inclusive. This is also in 
accordance with the opinion of Hamid Salam and Abdalla Hanafi who explained in their 
findings that Islamic service consists of 6 parts, namely (1) Ethics to always convey the 
truth; (2) Ethics of being trustworthy; (3) Ethics of doing something sincerely; (4) 
Fraternal ethics; (5) Mastery of knowledge; and (6) Ethics of Justice.11 
 

 
11  Abdallah Hanafi and Salam (n 8). 



There are several obstacles in the development of halal tourism in Bandung, as reported 
by Soraya and Aini,12 in www.republika.co.id that infrastructure is an obstacle to 
stopping the development of halal tourism in the flower city (Bandung).13 Meanwhile, 
Bandung City's para diplomacy is carried out through several stages, including 
introducing halal tourism to the global public,14 increasing positive appreciation of halal 
tourism, strengthening relationships with other actors abroad and influencing it by 
bringing in collaboration with other actors.15 
 

So that the solution to overcoming obstacles in the tourism sector in West Bandung 
Regency is to make improvements in order to pamper all tourists who come from 
various backgrounds and backgrounds. Halal tourism is also the focus. For example, the 
Lembang tourist area as a leading tourist destination in West Bandung, is visited by 
many Muslim tourists. Not only from within the country but tourists also come from 
abroad including Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei, and some Middle Eastern countries. For 
this reason, the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy (Kemenparekraf) and the 
West Bandung,16 Tourism and Culture Office (Disparbud) are starting to encourage 
halal tourism to be implemented in tourist attractions.17 
 

In order to add a sense of comfort and safety, especially for tourists, the Bandung city 
government (Pemkot) continues the initiation of a halal culinary zone with the national 
committee for sharia economy and finance (KNEKS) (Private, 2022). In addition, in West 
Java Governor regulation number 1 of 2021 concerning economic development and 
sharia finance, it is explained that Islamic economy is all core sectors of the economy 
and their ecosystems that are structurally influenced by consumer lifestyles and 
business practices in accordance with Islamic values. So that sharia compliance in halal 
tourism in Bandung regency must obey and be subject to regulations or rules that bind 
it, namely business people in halal tourism in Bandung regency must be able to be 
responsible for the natural and socio-cultural environment, this is as stated in article 
18, (1) letter (d) Bandung district regulation number 6 of 2020 regarding halal 
tourism.18 
 

The Indonesian ministry of tourism and creative economy together with the tourism 
and culture office (Disparbud), West Bandung regency encourages business actors to 
apply the concept of halal tourism which in the future will increasingly become a trend 
for tourists. Especially in the city of Bandung, the process of certificates for halal home 
industry food production (SPP-IRT) in the city of Bandung is increasingly being 
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intensified. One of the locations that is the focal point of Halal culinary tourism, this time 
is at food street Valkenet Taman Malabar.19 Besides that the government of Bandung 
regency is designing the 2019-2025 Halal tourism action.20 So this includes the 
contribution of the Bandung district government by carrying out a high commitment in 
supporting halal tourism in the Bandung district. One of them is listed in the vision and 
mission namely "religious, cultural and environmentally friendly Bandung regency", 
which is related to "religious" which is one of the underlying reasons for halal tourism 
to be implemented in Bandung regency. 
 

At the beginning of its development in 2013 for halal tourism, in this case the ministry 
of tourism together with DSN-MUI has determined the criteria for halal tourism which 
includes 9 (nine) principles, 21 namely: 1) the benefit of the people; 2) enlightenment, 
refreshment and serenity; 3) avoid polytheism; 4) superstition and immorality; 5) 
maintain the behavior, ethics and noble values of humanity; 6) maintain trust, safety 
and comfort; 7) are universal and inclusive; 8) preserve the environment; and 9) respect 
socio-cultural values and local wisdom. In addition, the model of compliance with the 
development of halal tourism, namely 1) adherence to norms and developments 
(Islamic religious norms and regulations); 2) synergy and coordination between 
various elements of halal tourism; 3) application of halal tourism norms as well as 
coordination and synergy; 4) criminal sanctions/rules; 5) sustainability and evaluation; 
and 6) support from the government.22 
 

Analysis of Sharia Economic Law Compliance in the Tourism Business Context from a 
Maqahsid Sharia Perspective 
Furthermore, the philosophy of Islamic economic law, is based on three patterns of 
relationships (trilogy) as a unit, namely: the relationship between God, humans and 
nature.23 In addition, the existence of Islamic Law Philosophy in order to develop the 
Indonesian economy is a necessity, this is due to the interest and opportunity of the 
Islamic economic concept itself, namely rahmatan lil 'alamin, which is meant to be an 
economy to protect the entire Ummah, both Muslim and non-Muslim economists. 
Furthermore, the goal of Islamic economics is the happiness of the world and the 
hereafter. In addition, from the perspective of Islamic Economic Philosophy, in this case 
(development) the economy in Indonesia specifically aims to complement the 
shortcomings of the conventional economic system, this is evidence of the Islamic 
concept of rahmatan lil 'alamin.24 Moreover, in general in Indonesia in 2023 the focus is 
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on "Mosque tourism" where this is the focus of Indonesian halal tourism.25 In addition, 
Indonesia in the framework of developing the economy is carried out one way by 
developing halal tourism where the concept of halal tourism is a tourism concept that 
is in accordance with Islamic values.26 
 

As for the principle of balanced economic law, namely the principle of fairness (al'Adl), 
comprehensive responsibility (khilafah), and help (takaful). As for the theory of the 
establishment of Islamic law, as offered by Jasser Auda, namely a methodology that has 
no end, he uses a system philosophy paradigm,27 which means that continuous 
development is needed in exploring Islamic law methods (istinbatul al ahkam), why is 
that, this is because the truth of the Islamic legal method is a relative truth.28 The 
concept of maqahsid sharia as Imam al-Syathiby's view tends to provide space for ijtihad 
for Muslim economists, especially in making a real contribution to the development of 
the Islamic economy, meaning living fiqh (al-hayy).29 Another example is the presence 
of archipelagic fiqh, where in Nusantara fiqh consider local wisdom, traditions, or 
customs. Furthermore, the philosophical values of Islamic economic law, this is able to 
give birth to the basic values of the Islamic economic system, namely through several 
principles including 1) monotheism, 2) faith in the last day and 4) all belong to Allah. 
 

As for the indicators of achieving the objectives of Islamic law, especially in the field of 
economy, one of them is the application of the principles of Islamic economics itself in 
various countries, both Muslim and non-Muslim countries. This is because 
philosophically, the concept of Islam rahmatan lil 'alamin in Islamic economics which is 
embodied (embodied) in religious terms will produce and bring grace to the universe, 
for example by applying social interests, such as waqf. Evidence from the concept of 
rahmatan lil-alamin in Islamic economics, is fundamental in order to realize a just life, 
in the context of reducing social inequality in human life. In addition, another form of 
embodiment is the existence of economic freedom which demands to always be Muslim-
friendly as well as halal tourism which has recently become a trend. As a result, the 
unique conception of rahmatan lil 'alamin's Islamic philosophy on the sharia economy 
offered has led to the emergence of new developments,30 that are adapted to the 
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demands of the times such as cash waqf,31 the halal industry,32 halal food,33 halal 
tourism,34 and others.35 
 

Especially in an economy based on sharia, it has concepts and teachings that can provide 
welfare evenly to mankind. Therefore, Islamic economic philosophy is the main key in 
the development of the human economy.36 Furthermore, in the terminology of halal 
tourism it has become a world nomenclature according to research that has been 
carried out by Crescent Rating (an international assessment agency related to halal 
tourism), so halal tourism is intended for anyone (all tourists), not only for Muslim 
tourists.37 Furthermore, the focus of halal tourism includes: 1) Need to have, namely the 
availability of halal food or drinks as well as clean places of worship (prayer), as well as 
washrooms with clean water available; the next are 2) Good to have, namely services 
during the month of Ramadan, experiences with local Muslims and those related to 
Muslim identity and Muslim heritage (Islamic heritage); the next 3) Nice to have, namely 
the availability of recreational facilities that include privacy between men and women. 
 

Halal Tourism From the perspective of Islamic law (Fiqh), the naming of "halal" seems 
to be more common and more popular among the wider community.38 Therefore Islam 
forbids all forms of unlawful acts, without exception in the world of tourism because it 
will bring more harm (danger-negative side) than benefit that will be obtained. The 
development of the halal tourism industry in Bandung regency includes the provision 
of halal food and beverage services, where the provision of halal food and drinks as 
stipulated in article 20 of the Bandung regency regional regulation (Perda) number 6 of 
2020 is a food and beverage service business equipped with equipment and supplies. 
For the process of making and/or serving which is guaranteed to be halal. Meanwhile, 
this business includes all types of businesses in the food and beverage service business 
sector, other than that the types are 1) restaurants; 2) restaurant; 3) cafe; 4) food sales 
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center/cafeteria; 5) catering services; and 6) bakeries. In addition, in the development 
of the halal tourism industry in Bandung regency, including the provision of halal food 
and beverage services, it is necessary to prioritize: 
1. Food and beverage service businesses are required to guarantee the halalness of 

food/beverages as evidenced by a halal certificate. 
2. In the event that the halal certificate has not been fulfilled, every food and beverage 

provider and serving must inform through halal/nonhalal writing on each type of 
food/beverage.  

3. Halal food and beverages must comply with the standards set by the Indonesian halal 
product assurance implementing agency (BPJPH).  

4. Any manager who violates the provisions will be subject to administrative sanctions.  
5. Administrative sanctions may take the form of: a) verbal warning; b) written 

warning; c) temporary suspension of activities; d) permanent cessation of activities; 
e) temporary revocation of business license; f) permanent revocation of business 
license; and/or g) administrative fines. 

 

The general purpose of Islamic business ethics in terms of halal tourism activities, 
Islamic business ethics is an important thing in the journey of a business activity 
towards a professional.39 As stated by Abbas,40 that Islamic business ethics has a 
substantial function that equips business people with the following points: a) Building 
an Islamic code of ethics that regulates, develops and implants business methods within 
the framework of religious teachings. This code of ethics is also a symbol of direction to 
protect business people from risk; b) This code can be a legal basis for determining the 
responsibilities of business people, especially for themselves, between the business 
community, society, and above all the responsibility before Allah SWT; c) This code of 
ethics is perceived as a legal document that can solve problems that arise, rather than 
having to be submitted to the judiciary; d) A code of ethics can contribute to solving 
many problems that occur between business people and the communities where they 
work. A thing that can build brotherhood (ukhuwah) and cooperation between all of 
them. Furthermore, the Qur'an not only encourages Muslims to trade, but the Qur'an 
also frames that trade is carried out by upholding moral values such as: 1) Honesty, 2) 
Trust, 3) Sincerity and 4) Justice. Is an example of a trade ethic that will never rot with 
time.41 The same thing was also expressed by Imaddudin,42 there are five basic 
principles in Islamic ethics, namely: unity, balance (equilibrium), free will (free will), 
responsibility, truth, virtue and justice, as well as honesty (truth, goodness, honesty). 
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According to Deden Effendi et al,43 there are five basic principles in Islamic ethics, 
namely: a) unity, b) equilibrium, c) free will, d) responsibility, and e) truth, goodness, 
honesty.44 So, in an effort to realize business ethics to build a sharia business, what must 
be done is first, reconstructing a new awareness about business. The view that business 
ethics is an inseparable or inseparable part is a fundamental structure which is a change 
to the assumptions and understanding of the awareness of the immoral business system 
that has existed in society. Where the Islamic business ethics principles in developing 
halal tourism in Bandung regency are very important to implement, this is for the sake 
of creating people's economic prosperity and the sustainability of human civilization for 
the sake of the progress of a nation. Apart from that, the application of sharia business 
principles is also very necessary, this is intended to adapt the Islamic business ethics 
principles in the development of halal tourism in Bandung district with maqashid sharia, 
where the compatibility of maqashid sharia with the halal tourism industry in Bandung 
district when viewed from the perspective of from the perspective of Islamic law 
philosophy, it is hoped that it can create regional economic development in Bandung 
regency. Therefore, it is very important to develop halal tourism in Bandung regency to 
increase tourist interest in visiting. 
 

However, one important thing that is usually forgotten by Islamic business people is to 
forget about developing business institutions, namely the lack of understanding of the 
culture of the community where building a particular business was first built.45 So in 
business, the main thing is related to services, for example in financing services for the 
development of cooperatives, micro, small and medium enterprises need to be adjusted 
to the applicable regulations.46 Islamic sharia (Islamic law) in Indonesia has an 
important position in the formation of law in Indonesia, where this regulation aims to 
maintain and protect the dignity of the Indonesian people.47 As well as regulations 
(rules) related to halal tourism, also need to be formed as soon as possible, provided 
that they do not make it ambiguous to law enforcers in Indonesia. As in other cases, the 
economic activities of Muslims in Indonesia refer to the Fatwa of the National Sharia 
Council-Indonesian Ulema Council (DSN-MUI),48 so in this case there is adherence to 
sharia for its adherents. In terms of compliance with sharia principles or sharia 
compliance, such as in sharia banking, it is an absolute requirement that must be carried 
out by financial institutions that implement sharia principles, as well as in halal tourism 
that exists in Indonesia, they must obey and submit to sharia principles. However, in 
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terms of fatwas, as stated by Ansori,49 explaining that fatwas are only one of the efforts 
to find syar'i answers to various problems that arise in human life, especially in modern 
times like today. 
 

Moreover, ethical sensitivity is an important factor for developing employees ethical in 
the workplace.50 Furthermore, packaging local wisdom into a tourist attraction will 
contribute to the development of regional tourism. The lack of local wisdom as a 
regional tourist attraction will eliminate Indonesia,51 which is rich in cultural diversity, 
as a differentiator from other countries in the field of halal tourism.52 In this case 
mentions that the study of religion has attracted considerable interest and attention 
from researchers and practitioners because they want to know more about religion 
(such as Islam) and religiosity.53 
 

Meanwhile, the pillars of Islamic business ethics which include: 1) Justice; 2) honesty; 
and 3) the welfare of today's society need to be put forward. These values have two 
main roots: 1) trust and devotion to Allah (God); and 2) worldly trust that underlies 
moral accountability. Business values of productivity, hard work, and excellence need 
to be encouraged kaffah (totally).54 In addition, halal tourism is a process of integrating 
Islamic values into all aspects of tourism activities. The value of Islamic law has become 
a religion or belief adopted by Muslims as a basic reference in shaping tourism activities 
by considering the basic values of Muslims in its presentation ranging from 
accommodation, and restaurants, to activities. that tourism always refers to Islamic 
norms.55 Furthermore, strategies that can be taken to develop halal tourism include : 
(a) regulation; (b) acceleration of halal certification; (c) optimization of supporting 
facilities and infrastructure; (d) cooperation with business actors and travel agents; (e) 
approaching religious and community leaders; (f) cooperation with airlines; and (g) 
actively involved in national and international promotions.56 This is in line with the 
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opinion,57 that in the midst of positive trends and dynamics of halal tourism in 
Indonesia, in terms of developing regional halal tourism,58 it is necessary to adopt a 
model of sustainable halal tourism regulation that is based on community plurality and 
is responsive to local wisdom.59 
 

Conclusion 
From the explanation above, regarding legal compliance (sharia economics) in the Halal 
tourism regulations in West Java province, especially in Bandung regency, the author 
concludes that the practice or implementation of halal tourism businesses in Bandung 
regency must comply with maqashid sharia and Islamic law compliance, by referring to 
the regional regulations in force in Bandung regency, namely regional regulation 
number 6 of 2020 concerning halal tourism, where in article 3 it is explained that Halal 
tourism is carried out with the principles: a) arrange as necessary; b) make it easier; c) 
according to ability; d) gradually; e) priority scale; and f) inclusive. Apart from that, 
entrepreneurs who run a halal tourism business in Bandung regency must also refer to 
the 2019 West Java halal tourism guidelines, namely prioritizing inclusive and gradual 
principles. The West Java halal tourism guidelines adhere to the inclusive principle 
where halal tourism must provide benefits not only for Muslims but also for all groups 
so that it will expand the benefits for society. 
 

Apart from that, the West Java halal tourism guidelines also adhere to the phased 
principle where the implementation of halal tourism can be carried out in stages 
according to the readiness of providers of tourism goods and services which consists of 
3 (three) stages, namely: Stage 1: Muslim friendly tourism (need to have); Stage 2: 
Tourism conducive to Muslim needs (good to have); and Stage 3: Tourism that meets 
Islamic principles (nice to have). 
 

The importance of compliance with sharia economic law in regulating halal tourism is 
to ensure that this industry not only complies with the rules of Islamic law but also 
makes a positive contribution to the economic and social development of society in 
accordance with sharia economic principles. This could also make halal tourism more 
attractive to Muslim tourists seeking experiences that align with their religious values. 
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